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with, and am glad it has been made, as it gives me the oppor-
ttnity of advancing what had previously occurred to me,
namely, to obviate the inconvenience, and in order to push
organization, as I certainly think it ought to be, in every
Division in every Branch, that an organizing Secretary,
either paid or unpaid, should be appointed in each Branch,
and that his special duty should be to further organization
in his Branch, as such, and in each Division of it; that he
should be in touch, say, at least monthly, either with the
General Organizing Secretary or with the Central Organiza-
tion Committee, or both.
Intercommunication between Branch organizing secretaries

also ought to be encouraged. Each of them ought to be in a
position to visit two or three Divisions in each month when
required, and to visit each Division at least once annually.

I am quite satisfied that such an appointment made in each
Branch would be one of the most important levers for moving
the general organization of the Association. Of course much
would depend upon the choice of the best men. I would
throw it open to competition, and encourage all those at all
suited by special talents or inclinations to send in their
names to the Council of the Branch. A payment of £20, £50,
or even £ioo per year would be a great inducement for many
energetic and capable young practitioners to compete for it.
It would be money well invested, and I say that it we are to
have organization at all let us have it thorough, and we
shall soon reap the fruits. It would encourage the
subject to be studied and developed as a seience.
Those holding such appointments might make capable and
well-informed representatives or delegates for the annual
meeting of the Association, and I would allow them to attend,
ex ojficio, all meetiilgs of the Council of their Branch.

1ihe. formation of Divisions must have already unearthed
many capable young practitioners who have good business
and organizing abilities which had previously been unknown.
I can with pleasure testify that some instances have come
under my own observation.-I am, etc.,
Manchester, Jan. 16th. G. H. BROADBENT.

PRELIMINARY GENERAL EDUCATION OF MEDICAL
STUDENTS.

SIR,-Kindly let me, in reference to Dr. Gordon's state-
ment in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of January i6th on
the above subject, point out that the effect of any serious
effort by the General Medical Council to raise the
standard of preliminary examinations would be to dig tli4,
graves of nine licensing corporations: that is, seven Royal
C,olleges and two Apothecaries' Halls.
These institutions are supported mainly by non-university

students, or such matriculated university students as are
unwilling to pass any further Arts examination that their
university may require of medical students.
In these days the standard of passing in professional sub-

jects is much the same at universities as at colleges; hence
if the standard of preliminary education were the same for
degrees as for licences, there would be no inducement for
students to seek other than university qualifications. Many
of your readers will say " and a good thing too."

It is hardly tobe expected, however, that therepresentatives
of the colleges or halls on the General Medical Council
would sanction any scheme of primary education tending
to jeopardize the existence of the Boards they represent. As
it is, the Irish Colleges are already feeling the pinch caused
by the popularity of the Royal University Arts examinations.
The meaning of the Dublin Apothecaries' Hall wishing

to revive its preliminary examination is that it seeks a base
of supply for pupils, and legally it has as much right to
acquire such base of supply as the Irish Conjoint Board.-I
am, etc.,
Dublin, Jan. x8tlh. S. WESLEY WILSON.

DOCTORS IN PARLIAME1kT.
SIR,-I trust this question will not be allowed to die down

before some definite result is attained. Dr. Gordon mentions
that the profession possesses no fund which could be devoted
to the purpose of defraying the expenses of medical members
of Parliament, but surely this difficulty could be surmounted
easily by collective action. I should deprecate most strongly
any separate little fund being raised for this purpose. It is
the multiplicity of little subscriptions that is so irritating to
the busy practitioner, and the thought of it often prevents
men joining medical societies and organizations of various
kinds with which they are otherwise in entire sympathy.

It is, however, a well-known fact that the present subscrip-
tion to the British Medical Association is inadequate for the
dual purpose of maintaining the Branches in their pristine
vigour, and at the same time of giving effect to the work that
has been allotted to the Divisions. The subscription must be
raised, and if it be raised to 30s. per annum from the present
258. there would then, in my opinion, be an ample surplus
which could be devoted to the purpose of maintaining one or
two representatives of the profession in Parliament.
Of course, if the Association wants medical defence it must

pay for it, as well as for any other luxuries; but my point is
this-and I can speak with some experience of organizatior
work and secretarial work-that medical men will muchi
rather pay a subscription, say, of ,£i per annum than four
of 5S.
Let us then, as far as possible, consolidate our subscrip-

tions, and if 308. is not sufficient for all the objects we desire,.
let it be £2.-I am, etc.,

E. D. KIRBY,
Hon. Secretary, Central Division, Birmingham Branch.

January 25th.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.
SIR,-Since our former letter was published in the BRITISH

MEDICAL JOURNAL of December 1gth, 1903, Eeveral events have-
occurred which are of importance to those interested in this
institution; we are therefore again asking you to give pub-
licity to our views on the present situation.
We wish to emphasize the fact that the recent decision of

the governors to extend our site, either by acquiring more
land or by utilizing adjacent land, already in our possession,
on which to erect the Nurses' Home and the Residential
Collegp for students meets with our unanimous approval and
support.

it has been alleged that the plans for rebuilding are not
sufficiently advanced to enable any accurate estimates to be
made, and we should like therefore to say publicly that this is
certainly not the case. The needs of the hospital for addi-
tional buildings were placed by us before our governors more
than two years ago, and the fullest details of even the ticor-
space required by individual departments were also given.
This has enabled the hospital architects to supply estimates
of the cost of the required buildings, and the precise positions-
of the new blocks in a completed plan will not affect their
conclusions.

It has always been the opinion of the Medical Council that.
all such additional buildings as they have asked for should be
planned so as notto interfere withthe rebuilding of thewards-.
and plans have now been submitted to us which support our
views, and show that a completely new hospital can be £atis-
factorily erected on our site of six and a-half acres. It will
thus be seen that, instead of St. Bartholomew's Hospital
having no sufficiently settled plans or estimates, the latter.
are in an advanced state. We are indeed quite convinced
that more than enough time has been already spent in pre-
liminary considerations, and we most heartily support the
decision of the Governors to issue an appeal at once, for we
know better than others can possibly know how urgent is the
need for prompt action.
There is another matter that has also attracted attention toa

which we desire to allude, namely, the situation of St. Bar--
tholomew's. Its great accessibility is a matter of the very
highest importance to the poor of London. So long as the-
City is the heart of London and of the empire, so long will
access to it, and consequently to St. Bartholomew's, be cheap
and easy, and so long will this charity remain a great con-
sulting centre for the sick poor. The fact that its out-patients
number about 150,000 in a year is a sufficient proof in itself
of the usefulness of the hospital on its present site. There
is no other district in any part of this city or in its suburbs
where the hospital could be more advantageously placed, and
none where a more healthy site could be found.
But the situation of St. Bartholomew's is further of im-

portance to its medical school, and we may be pard6ned for
thinking that this is also a matter of material public interest.
For many years past St. Bartholomew's has been Aot only one of
the most important hospitals in England, but also the largest.
school of medicine. In this way the benefits of the hospital
are not restricted to its numerous patients, but are spread
over Great Britain and its Colonies. For the past twenty
years an annual average of 600 students have studied at St.
Rartholomew's, and nearly one in every eight medical men in
England can lay claim to the distinction of having learnt
medicine and surgery there. The interests of the hospital
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snd of its school are one, and removal to some remote district
would not only destroy the school, but would also by so
doing completely alter the whole character of the institution
itself.
Many other reasons might very easily be adduced in

support of the appeal for sufficient funds botlh to maintain
St. Bartholomew's in its present position and also to snake it
one of the most complete and modern of English hospitals of
which the City of London might well be proud. But we have
said enough to show the public that the present appeal is
made in the best interests of the poor of London, and
we know that many thousands of our fellow-citizens will
now, and in after-years, reap the benefits of those buildings
which money alone can snpply.-We are, ete?.,

SAMUEL GEE, A. E. GARROD,
DYCEc DUCKWORTH, J. CALVERT,
T. LAUDER BRUNTON, F. H. CHAMPNEVS,
NORMAN MOORE, W. S. A. GRIFFITH,
SAMUEL WEST, I)'ARCY POWER,
JOHN LANGTON, H. J. WARING,
:HARRISON CRIPPS, W. MCADAM ECCLES,
W. BRUCE CLARKE, R. C. BAILEY,
ANTHONY BOWLBY, W. D. HARMER,
C. B. LoCKWOOD, W. H. H. JESSOP,
.J. A. ORMEROD, T. HOLMES SPICER,
W. P. HERRINGHAM, A. E. CUMBERBATCI.
H. H. TOOTH,

St.-Bartholomew's Hospital, Jan. 20th.

THE SWEATING OF MEDICAL MEN.
SIR,-Whilst agreeing with " One of the Crushed Doctors"

that by means of union and co-operation many of the troubles
of medical men can be relieved-and I have no doubt in time
will be relieved-I would like to point out that there is no
help like self-help. I believe he would best help himself by
asserting his mental superiority over these ignorant people by
showing a bold front. Surely the fact of his being a medical
man is no reason why he should sacrifice his British grit and
pluck, and, when attacked, turn his hinder part to the enemy
in order that he may be kicked. I feel confident that if he
will be more courageous, at the same time cultivating the
friendship of his medical neighbours and his faith in them,
hle will become a happier and more prosperous man.-I am,
etc.,
January 2ISt. AN UNCRUSHED COUNTRY DOCTOR.

SIR,-" One of the Crushed Doctors " throws out a sugges-
tion which I think is a reasonable one. He says, "' letpTaces
where medical men are numerous take the lead in co-operat-
ing." There are thousands of " crushed doctors," so crushed
that they have not time even to complain, and thiis, I believe,
is why your columns are not every week inundated with
bitter complaints. In the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of
October 24th, 1903, I gave an account of how the medical men in
my district are sweated by the guardians, and yet we have no
remedy, because with only two men in the place we cannot
afford to risk the competition of a third, introduced with the
subsidy of an "appointment." In larger towns, however,
with seven or eight practitioners the advent of another is not
so serious, and if the existing ones made a united stand in re-
fusing all ill-paid or non-paid work, the newcomer would have
his hands so full that he would be unable, through sheer lack
of time, to touch their paying patients.
One often hears of the profession being overcrowded; that

is certainly not true if one paraphrases it into saying that
there is not enough work for the present number of medical
men. There is, perhaps, not enough money for them to live
on, but there is work, and more work than can be conscien-
tiously overtaken by all the practitioners in the country.
Take my own case-typical of hundreds of country districts.

I have a fair income, but for it I do a very large practice-in
the busy time, twelve or thirteen hours a day for seven days
in the week. A few details of such work: I attend at the
cottage hospital throughout the year and see four or five
patients daily; my work there should bring me in about £150
a year, it is taken for nothing, and not even vouchsafed all
expression of thanks in the annual report of the institution.
My pauper work comes to an average of £240 a year: the
guardians give me £70 for it. My clubs: well, at 3s. 6d. and
4S. a head, you will know what that means. Then there are
the bad payers and the non-payers, and even when we arrive
at the ordinary client, he thinks he is doing the doctor pretty

well when he pays him 7s. 6d. for a four-mile journey and a
bottle of medicine: raise the fee just a little, a sixpence or
shilling perhaps, and the talk ot "exorbitant charges" so
takes the heart out of one, that one is glad to slip back on that
vague notion of laying by for a rainy day. And not only is
one done out of an old-age pension, but the public itself
suffers ultimately by this overworking of the doctors. How
many interesting cases pass through our hands every year, if
we had only time to read up the subjects and record them:
much valuable information is thus lost to science, and many
first-class men never manage to emerge from the mediocrity
to which their slavery condemns them.-I am, ete.,
January I6th. A MEDICAL FiSCAL REFORMER.

THE GENERAL MEDICATL COUNCIL AND THE
ENGL1SH COLLEGES.

SIR,-As some of the letters under this heading have the
tendency to undermine the good name of the Colleges'
diploma, I would revert to the statistics brought forward by
Mr. Bryant when the General Medical Council were in session
last May:-Whereas only 8.84 per cent. of London Conjoint
men were rejected for the competitive service examinations,
36:23 per cent. Scottish Conjoint men, 30 per cent. Irish Con-
joint men, 22 per cent. from Dublin University, 14.28 per
cent. from Aberdeen University, 14.28 per cent. from Edin-
burgh University, and i6 per cent. from the Apothecaries
Society of London were rejected respectively.
These figures show, I submit, the undoubted high standard

maintained by the London Colleges. So, also, does a fuller
analysis of the five more recent examinations.-I am, etc.,
London, W., Jan. i8th. F. W. COLL1NGWOOD.

MEDICAL DEFENCE.
Saliabury v. Gould.

SIR,-Doubtless your readers will have seen the report of
the case Salisbury v. Gould, tried before Mr. Justice
Grantham and a special j ury in the London Courts on
January 21st and 22nd, and will have appreciated the position
in which I was placed. It was, however. my good fortune to
be enrolled as a member of the Medical Defence Union, of 4,
Trafalgar Square, W.C., by whom my defence was undertaken
and conducted throughout, immediately on my applying to
them for assistance. I cannot overestimate the care and
attention which was bestowed upon the case and the zeal
which was exhibited in its conduct, securing for me by its
means the satisfactory result which was obtained, whilst I
was relieved not only of all trouble and anxiety but of very
great expense, having only to go in the witness box and give
my evidence. I cannot conceive how any registered medical
practitioner can be so foolish as not to avail himself of the
insurance afforded to all members by the Medical Defence
Union.

I can never be sufficiently thankful to my friend, Dr. Dan-
ford Thomas, for inducing me years ago to belong to this ex-
cellent association, also to Mr. W. E. Hempson, the solicitor
to the Union, for the skilful and most able manner in which
he conducted my case and for the great courtesy and kind-
ness which he and his staff exhibited on every occasion on
which I had to consult him during the two years and four
months of the various proceedings of the cast.-I am, etc.,
London, W.C., Jan. 26th. W. R. GOULD.

CORRECTION.-Dr. D. Sommerville (London, W.C.) writes: In my note of
last week ontthe Drigalski and Conradi medium, 2.75 grams agar should
lread 27.5 grams.

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES,
USINIVERSITY OF LONDON.

COURSES OF ADVANCED STUDY AND RESEARCH.
THE amended regulations for persons who have taken a first degree in
the University of London for graduates of other universities, and for
other persons desirous of prosecuting a course of advanced study or
researeh, or of procceding to a higher cegree were adopted by the Senate
at its meeting on Decemiber i6lt, 1903. In so far as they affect internal
graduates these regulations have reference only to those who desire to
study for a higher degree in a faculty other than that in wbich thev have
graduated. The regulations have regard to the degrees of M.A., bLit.,

D)., D.Sc., LL D., and D.Mus.

PRELIMINALhY SCIENTTFIC EXAMINATON.
Tie Senate has determined that iu the Preliminary Scientific Fxamina-

tion there shall be a praclical examination of three hours in betaiy and
a praetical examinatiun of three hiours in zoology.


